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Abstract—Interleaving is a key to Turbo coding’s exceptional
performance. An interleaver provides bit-permutation designed
to ensure deterministic randomness. When applying interleavers
to unequal error protecting (UEP) Turbo codes, typically, priority
classes protected with different rates are kept separate. This
work, however, gives insight, how the performance changes,
when block boundaries are relaxed, leaking bits to other classes.
The effect of this leakage is an improvement of the average
performance due to a virtually bigger interleaver size, with the
drawback of a flooring of the individual performances to the
worst protection (highest code rate) involved in a certain class.

Index Terms: UEP, Unequal Error Protection, Turbo code,
interleaver.
I. I NTRODUCTION
In 1993, Berrou et al. introduced the concept of Turbo
coding, achieving error correction characteristics close to the
Shannon-limit at a BER of 10−5 (at Eb /N0 0.7 dB and R =
1/2) [1]. Together with well-known concepts of puncturing
[2] and pruning [3]–[5], unequal error protecting Turbo codes
can be designed. However, these unequal error protecting
(UEP) Turbo codes, where rates could easily be switched
by choosing puncturing or pruning patterns, were thought
of using separated interleavers for each priority class, not to
mix up priority classes. Typically, so-called Semi-Random (Srandom) interleavers [6] are used, ensuring a certain minimum
spacing of interleaved bits. When separating bits from different
classes into separate interleavers, given a certain delay, the
individual interleavers may become too small, deteriorating
Turbo performance. Allowing for some leakage between the
classes by relaxing the interleaver boundaries creates a virtually bigger overall interleaver with possibly better average
performance. However, drawbacks for the error performances
of the individual classes have to be expected. In this work,
we will outline the effects on the average and individual
performances.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents an
overview of random and S-random interleavers. Our approach
is based on S-random interleavers with a slight modification
in the algorithm. In Section III, an overview of the problem
statement as well as an analysis of the relaxed block SRandom interleaver concept is provided. Section IV shows
the BER performance of a Turbo code using a relaxed block
interleaver as compared to the Turbo code with S-random
interleaver. Section V concludes the paper.
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Interleaving is a process of permuting the order of a data
sequence in a one-to-one deterministic format in order to
create statistical independence between disturbances on parity
symbols related to the same information symbol entering the
encoders of a Turbo code. Thus, an interleaver π of size N
defines the permutation i → π(i). The interleaving may be
defined by a permutation matrix P with a single one in each
row and column, hence the permuted sequence is d · P (d
being the input data sequence). The inverse of this process is
the de-interleaver π −1 which restores the received sequence
to its original order, defined as PT [7].
A random interleaver is simply a random permutation π [7].
An S-random interleaver is also a random interleaver with an
extra constraint. The S-random interleaver or Fixed Block SRandom interleaver that we implemented is the conventional
Turbo code interleaver, restricted to acting on a block of
length N . A slightly modified version will generate the relaxed
block interleaver. The general algorithm [6] for the S-random
interleaver is as follows:
1) Given N integers, randomly select one out of the integer
pool without replacement.
2) Check if integer is outside the range ±S of S past
values. If outside of the range, keep the value, else, reject
it and place it back into the integer pool.
3) Repeat the above two steps until no integers in range 1
to N are left unused.
The theoretical S value
p limit which allows the algorithm
N/2. However, as the interleaver
to converge is S <
size increases the value of Spmay be significantly lower
than the theoretical value of
N/2 [8]. The S constraint
states that any two integers i and j which initially satisfy
|i − j| < S, satisfy |π(i) − π(j)| > S after interleaving [7].
Thus, as S grows, the random process of finding a number
satisfying these criteria becomes more difficult, and thus the
algorithm may not converge within suitable time (or not at all).
The S-random algorithm has proven to be well suited for
the iterative decoding requirement of Turbo codes [9]. A
random interleaver performs well for large interleaver sizes
[7]. However, typically Turbo codes may be preferred for

TABLE I
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shorter block sizes, even more so in the UEP case. (S = 1
will make an S-random to act as a random interleaver.)
III. I NTRODUCING

LEAKAGE IN INTERLEAVING

The performance of Turbo codes deteriorates with decreasing interleaver size. Moreover, in unequal error protection
(UEP) Turbo coding the information block is divided into
several blocks of different importance levels according to
error correction requirements, with each block encoded with
its own code and each possibly having its own interleaver,
thereby avoiding a mix of bits of different priority classes. This
splitting may lead to small interleaver sizes again resulting in
unsatisfactory performances.
These individual interleavers may also be combined into
one overall interleaver represented by a block-diagonal matrix,
with entries randomly distributed within the block and each
block being encoded at its own specific code rate according
to its priority. We now preserve the code rate, but relax a
certain fraction of bits into other (especially neighboring)
blocks of different protection. The block-diagonal matrix
structure of the interleaver matrix now becomes a random
matrix, where depending on the fraction of external bits, a
block-diagonal structure can still be recognized, with entries
outside the block-diagonals as shown in Fig. 1.
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t ± i also applies to all following notations. Next, the notation
for relaxing and interleaving blocks is defined. Let X be an
arbitrary source block sequence.
• Block Relaxing determines which bits remain within the
block (internal) and which will be mapped to neighboring
blocks (external).
γ(X) −→ Xγ
•

Block Interleaving permutes a given source sequence
deterministically within a block of length N .
π(X) −→ Xπ

Fig. 1. Overall interleaver as a block-diagonal matrix (a) without and (b)
with ‘external’ bits

We expect that the performance of a block can be kept
constant if the interleaver spreads bits to both the less and
the more protected adjacent blocks. If the fraction of these
bits are chosen appropriately. For the end blocks of typically
highest and lowest protection, the error rates will probably
change because their interleavers can only spread bits into
one direction. It is important to know if the gain due to
a larger interleaver size has advantages and maybe even
compensates possible performance losses of certain blocks.
In the following, we discuss the construction of a relaxed
block interleaver based on the S-random interleaver.
We introduce some notations in Table I.
The notations are used to distinguish information and relaxed & interleaved blocks. The block-counting superscript

A relaxed block interleaver can be separated into a two
step process. The source sequence blocks must be interleaved
(permuted) and relaxed (spread). Thus, possible generation
schemes are listed below.
γ,π
γ
π
• Relax/Interl.: U −→ Xγ −→ Xγ,π = ∆, i.e., U −→ ∆
γ
π,γ
π
• Interl./Relax: U −→ Xπ −→ Xπ,γ = ∆, i.e., U −→ ∆
A relaxing parameter (µE ) is introduced as the ratio of the
number of external bits NE to the total number of bits N of
a block (block size), i.e., the fraction of relaxed bits,
µE =
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The fraction of internal bits is µI = 1 − µE . A reasonable
relaxation will, of course, be limited to 50 %. For the purpose
of this paper µE = 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 are used.
Block relaxing can be visualized as a two step process,
t
separating B t into internal and external sets (BIt and BE
) and
then separating the external set into forward and backward sets
t
(BE −t and BE+
). The sets are then accordingly mapped to
the respective blocks:
BIt → Xγt ,
t
BE−
→ Xγt−i ,

t
BE+
→ Xγt+i .
t

The block relaxing function γ on a block X is thus defined
as
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Figure 2 provides an intuitive understanding of the block relaxing function on a block sequence leaking into the neighboring
blocks.

described earlier. For recap purposes they are listed again
below:
γ,π
• Relax/Interleave: U −→ ∆
π,γ
• Interleave/Relax: U −→ ∆
Even though the steps appear independent of each other,
the order may affect the actual S value of the generated map.
Before we describe the two variants, the target map is defined.
Since the block spread bits to the adjacent neighboring blocks,
the output relaxed block map will have a length of 3N , where
N is the size of an information block. The map is divided into
three target mapping segments:
t
BE−
: [1, N ] −→ ∆t−1 ,

BIt : [N + 1, 2N ] −→ ∆t ,
t
BE+
: [2N + 1, 3N ] −→ ∆t+1 .

Fig. 2.

Block relaxing function

One may define a block spread width wγ as the extent
to which the bits are relaxed. However, we only consider
leaking to the neighboring block (class) in this paper, i.e.,
wγ = 3. In the relaxation process, one has, of course, to
ensure that external bits will finally be replaced by entries from
other blocks. We call this property Self-Interlocking. Figure 3
gives an idea of self-interlocking. The interleave pattern is
identical for the three blocks. A circle represents the block
interleaving/relaxing of block X t , square that of X t−1 and
triangle that of X t+1 . It can be seen that the unique mapping
of the permutation is upheld even with the relaxed interleaving.
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Fig. 3.
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Self-interlocking property of interleaver map

A. Relaxed Block Interleaver Schemes
The generation of a relaxed block interleaver based on
the S-Random algorithm can be approached in two ways as

As the process of selecting the random integers from the
source integer pool of [1, N ] without replacement is random,
it does not matter whether we first choose values for the
t
t
set BIt or BE
. When choosing the integers from BE
for
t
t
BE− and BE+ , both are assigned NE /2 integers. It would
be possible to alter the balance of bits per set, yet for the
purpose of this paper, each set is assigned an equal number
of bits (if possible due to rounding).
Another aspect to keep in mind are the beginning and end
blocks of a transmission. It is apparent that bits cannot spread
in both directions in contrast to middle block. The initial
information block X 0 can only spread into block ∆0 and ∆1 ,
while the last information block ∆L can only spread into the
previous block ∆L−1 and ∆L . Hence, for these blocks the
fraction of external bits is µE /2.
B. Interleave/Relax Algorithm Variant
First we describe the Interleave/Relax algorithm as it is a
logical extension of the fixed block S-random interleaver.
1) Generate S-Random Interleaver Map The standard
fixed block S-Random algorithm is used to generate an
interleaver map of size N .
2) Select internal and external bits. Choose NI random
integers (mapping values) without replacement from
integer range [1, N ] and add to set BIt . The remaining
t
NE integers are added to set BE
.
3) Separate external bits. Choose NE /2 random integers
t
t
without replacement from set BE
and designate as BE−
.
t
The remaining NE /2 integers are added to set BE+ .
4) Relax Bits The bit locations chosen for the individual
sets are relaxed into their target blocks.
Figure 4 shows the Interleave Relax algorithm variant.
It is clear that the relaxed interleaver map will inherit the
S constraint of the input map. The interleaver input map
is simply separated into BI , BE− , and BE+ , which are
then shifted into their appropriate ranges in the output map,
without changing the internal relationship regarding the S
constraint.

Fig. 4.

Relaxed block interleaver; interleave/relax generation algorithm

C. Relax/Interleave Algorithm Variant
The Relax/Interleave variant first separates B into BI , BE− ,
and BE+ , then interleaves each set individually into a map of
length N , then maps these blocks into their respective ranges
within the output map. The algorithm is as follows.
1) Select internal and external bits. Choose NI random
integers (mapping values) without replacement from
integer range [1, N ] and add to set BIt . The remaining
t
NE integers are added to set BE
.
2) Separate external bits. Choose NE /2 random integers
t
t
without replacement from set BE
and designate as BE−
.
t
The remaining NE /2 integers are added to set BE+ .
3) Interleave internal bits. A modified version of the SRandom algorithm interleaves BIt into ∆t .
4) Interleave external bits. A modified version of the St
t
Random algorithm interleaves BE−
and BE+
into ∆t−1
t+1
and ∆ , respectively.
Figure 5 shows Relax Interleave R/I algorithm scheme graphically.
The S-random algorithm is slightly modified. In the regular
S-Random algorithm, the mapping vector is filled one by one
sequentially. However, if this was the case for relax/interleave,
t−1
t+1
then the sets BIt , BE+
, and BE−
would always be arranged
in a fixed order within block ∆t . Thus, it is necessary to also
randomly choose which mapping target location to process at
a given time, such that the bit sets are randomly distributed
throughout ∆t . Note that the S-random constraint only needs
t−1
t+1
to be fulfilled within each set, i.e., BIt , BE+
, BE−
. The
latter observation will probably allow for interleaver maps
resulting from the relax/interleave algorithm to achieve higher
S constraint values, as the position mapping is less dense.

Fig. 5.

Relaxed block interleaver; relax/interleave generation algorithm

IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS
This section provides simulation results for UEP Turbo
coding using the Relaxed Block Interleaver (RBI) compared
with the Fixed Block S-random interleaver (FBI). Three
blocks, each of size N = 1000, were used as an example.
The blocks are assigned priorities and are encoded at different
code rates Ri (R1 = 1/2, R2 = 3/8, R3 = 1/4). Figure 6
shows the performance curves for UEP Turbo codes using a
fixed block S-random interleaver map with a block size of
N = 1000. Since a relaxed block interleaver is designed on
the basis of S-random interleaving, the performance curves are
used as reference curves for comparison with the performance
of relaxed block S-random interleaving.
We did not see significant performance differences for the two
possible orders of relaxing and interleaving.
Figure 7 shows the BER curves for UEP Turbo codes using
the Relaxed block interleaver with µE = 0.2 relative to Turbo
coding with FBI. Bits from the mid-priority block (R2 = 3/8)
are relaxed into neighbors high (R3 = 1/4) as well the less
priority (R1 = 1/2) blocks. The performance of the less
important block must improve as its external bits are encoded
at a lower rate, while the performance of the high priority
block must degrade as its external bits are encoded at a higher
rate. Moreover, since the middle block relaxes bits to both
the high as well as the less important blocks, its performance
should roughly remain constant. Indeed such results become
visible from Fig. 7. Furthermore, we realize a flooring towards
the performance of the worst protection involved in a certain
block. In Fig. 8, average BER curves for UEP Turbo coding
using the RBI map with µE = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 are shown relative
to UEP Turbo coding using the FBI map. As foreseen, the
average performance improves with increasing µE , due to the
increase of the utilized interleaver size.

V. C ONCLUSIONS

Turbo Code performance with FBI (R1 = 1/2, R2 = 3/8, R3 = 1/4)

In this paper, we have shown an interleaver design that
relaxes the borders between priority classes of UEP Turbo
codes. We observed that due to effectively utilizing a bigger
interleaver, the average performance is improved. However,
a flooring of the error-performance curves is investigated
directed towards the lowest performing code addressed by
leaked bits. The improved average performance is especially
due to the improvements obtained in the lowest-priority class,
which dominates the average performance. After all, a leaking
interleaver design is just another measure for modifying the
performance curves of UEP Turbo codes, additional to puncturing and pruning.
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